The Commission on July 5, 1940, adopted the following new rules governing Amateur Radio stations and Operators, effective immediately:

Sec. 12.156 Obscenity, indecency, profanity. No licensed radio operator or other person shall transmit communications containing obscene, indecent, or profane words, language, or meaning.

Sec. 12.157 False signals. No licensed radio operator shall transmit false or deceptive signals or communications by radio, or any call letter or signal which has not been assigned by proper authority to the radio station he is operating.

Sec. 12.158 Unidentified communications. No licensed radio operator shall transmit unidentified radio communications or signals.

Sec. 12.159 Interference. No licensed radio operator shall willfully or maliciously interfere with or cause interference to any radio communication or signal.

Sec. 12.160 Damage to apparatus. No licensed radio operator shall willfully damage, or cause or permit to be damaged, any radio apparatus or installation in any licensed radio station.

Sec. 12.161 Fraudulent licenses. No licensed radio operator or other person shall obtain or attempt to obtain, or assist another to obtain or attempt to obtain, an operator license by fraudulent means.

T. J. Slowie,
Secretary.